THE RELIEF OF THE  ALCAZAR AT  TOLEDO
f
The next day there was better news, and in our billet
at Torrijos, which, though the Tillage had been swept and
cleaned, was none the more comfortable for a sudden
plague of flies—whence had they come? those flies?—we
were told by officers back from the front that Toledo was
almost surrounded, and that Moorish troops, who were
closing on the famous Visagra gate, built in 1550 and still
a formidable work, declared the/ had seen a flag wave
from the top of the immense "glacis59 of brick and rubble
which marked where once the entry to the Alcazar had
been. Later that night other messengers came back and
said that light signals had been exchanged and that the
garrison, which knew the relief force was at hand, was
holding out and did not fear a surprise attack.
General Yarela, seated in a farmhouse, was that night
examining two Red deserters. They had come In to
surrender and had said they could tell the general exactly
where the Red batteries were situated, and also where
their barricades were being erected to prevent the
Nationalists entering the town The general was seated
at a table, lit only by two guttering candles, as he Interro-
gated the men. A staff officer marked down the result of
their replies on a large-scale map, and General Varela,
warning the men that If their statements were not true
in every respect, they would be shot, made them repeat
time after time what they had said. The men swore they
were not Reds but had been pressed to fight. As the
information they brought tallied to a large degree with
other news the general had, they were dismissed under
guard, and then and there General Varela dictated his
orders for the next day's assault on the town. Three
columns were to make the assault, and one column was to
guard the left flank which led to Madrid and from which
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